Effect of Financing Disabled Beneficiary
Rehabilitation
u
by

To assess the effect of the trust fund reimbursement program in the Social Security Act, the
benefit status and earnings of disabled beneflciaries rehabilitated
dumng fiscal pears 1967-74 with
this type of reimbursement
have been examined.
Under the program, the Social Security Adminzstration reimburses State vocational rehabalitation
for services to severely dasabled beneflciaraea.
About $0 percent of the disabled workers rehabilitated with this reimbursement left the benefit r-0118,
and about 10 percent returned to the rolls after
relapeea.

Acoording to actuarial projection3 the savings
resulting from benePt terminatzons because of recover-p are two to three times the cost of reambursement. In recent years, increase3
ill
fund3
avaalable for reimbursement do not seem to have
produced corresponding
increase8
in
beneficiary
rehabalatataon and recovery.

SINCE
1966, social security
trust funds have
been used to reimburse State vocational rehabilitation agencies for the costs of services furnished
to selected disabled beneficiaries under the social
security.. program who may be able to return to
work with help. In the g-year period between
fiscal years 1966 and 1974, more than 140,000
disabled beneficiaries were reported as rehabilitated-nearly
half with the use of trust funds.’
It was intended that this financing
arrangement between the Social Security Administration
and the State vocational rehabilitation
agencies
would result in ultimate
savings to the social
security trust funds through the termination
of
disability
benefit disbursements
and the receipt
of renewed contributions
on earnings after the
beneficiaries were rehabilitated
-and restored to
competitive
earnings capability.
The initial provisions for this arrangement under the 1965 amendments to the Social Security
* Division of Disability
Studies, Office of Research
and Statistics, Social Security Administration.
’ See Rehabilitation
Services Administration,
Quarterly
Status Report on Social Security Disability
Insurance
Beneflciariea, October 31, 1974, and earlier reports in that
series.
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Act stipulated that amounts up to 1 percent of
social security benefits paid out to disabled beneficiaries in the preceding year would be available
for reimbursement
of rehabilitation
service costs.
Later, this limit was increased to 1.5 percent of
the previous year’s benefits. The amount of reimbursement from the trust funds to the rehabilitation
agencies
from fiscal years 1966 through 1974
was about $220 million. For fiscal year 1975 the
amount of funds available was more than $80
million.
This report describes the demographic
and
benefit characteristics of the disabled beneficiaries
who were reported as rehabilitated
during fiscal
years 1967-74 after trust fund reimbursement
of
rehabilitation
services.* Their social security benefit status and earnings experience after rehabilitation are examined. Special attention
is given
to the characteristics
distinguishing
those who
left the benefit rolls after rehabilitation
from
those who did not. Also noted are the differences
in characteristics
between those rehabilitants
who
recovered and retained their working
capacity
and those who recovered but then returned to
the disability
benefit rolls.

PROCESS OF BENEFICIARY

REHABILITATION

The social security examiners screen claims
records of disability
applicants
for possible referral to State vocational rehabilitation
agencies.
The disabled person may also be referred to the
rehabilitation
agencies by other sources, such as
*Previous published reports have described the initial
development of the trust fund program, and the characteristics of trust fund rehabilitants
and beneficiaries
rehabilitated
without
trust fund reimbursement.
See
Ralph Treitel, “Recovery of Disabled after Trust Fund
Financing of Rehabilitation,”
Social Security Bulletin,
February 1973 See also House of Representatives, Committee on Ways and Means, Committee Stag Report on
the Disability
Insurance Program, 1974, pages 296-304.
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employers, medical treatment persons, or friends.
The rehabilitation
counselors provide or arrange for vocational services, such as vocational
guidance, training, prosthetics, medical treatment
for restoration
of function,
and placement in
competitive or sheltered work environments.
The
goal of such services may be sheltered work or
homemaking
as well as return to gainful work.
Under the trust fund program, the anticipated
goal is the return to substantial, sustained gainful
work so that the disabled person will again be
able to support himself by his earnings.
“Rehabilitation”
refers here to the vocational
rehabilitation
agency’s administ,rative
decision to
conclude services because the worker has achieved
a planned vocational goal. “Recovery”
refers to ’
t,he administrative
decision of the Social Security
Administration
that the worker is again able to
do sustained gainful work and no longer requires
benefits to replace earnings. Persons rehabilitated
to the extent t,hey can only engage in sheltered
or nongainful
housekeeping would not be considered “recovered”
for social security benefit
purposes; individuals
with substantial
medical
improvement
may be considered “recovered”
by
the Social Security Administration
before they
have completed a rehabilitation
training program.
‘Inus,
rehabilitation
and recovery
may be
somewhat independent events that c’an occur at
very different points in time, and sometimes may
occur more than once if relapses happen. Rehabilitation
would generally be considered by the
rehabilitation
agencies to have occurred
l-2
months after the client has returned to work.
The social security benefit termination
because
of recovery could occur a year after a return to
work by a beneficiary who continues to have a
limiting
medical condition, based on a g-month
trial work period and a transitional
benefit period
to encourage work attempts and ensure that regained work capacity has occurred. For those with
substantial
medical improvement,
‘only the 2month transitional
benefit period would be made
before the benefit is terminated
on account of
the disabled person’s recovery.

DATA

SOURCE AND

LIMITATIONS

The study population
described here is based
on records of disabled beneficiaries rehabilitated
BuumN,
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1975

in fiscal years 1967-74. The source for the data
file is a vocational rehabilitation
agency closure
report on clients identified
as disability
beneficiaries-SSA-853,
Vocational Rehabilitation
Report to SSA (Case Closure of Disability
Applicants). When these reports are received by the
Social Security Administration,
they are matched
with beneficiary and earnings records. All reports
made by the rehabilitation
agencies go into the
rehabilitation
statistical file; there is no sampling.
Some loss in accuracy may result from nonreceipt
of reports, from incorrect account numbers on
records, or from incomplete merging of records
from several files.
Until recently, all closure records were also
matched with an administrative
file consisting of
earlier verification
reports that the applicant, for
rehabilitation
services was a disabled beneficiary.
Incomplete matches resulted in much statistical
dat,a loss. Beneficiaries reported as rehabilitated
but not in competitive employment were excluded
from the statistical file in the past.
,Nonreceipt of records, incorrect identification,
and processing loss may account for much of the
difference between the State agency reports of
more than 68,000 beneficiary rehabilitants
in fiscal
years 1967-74 and the. Social Security Administration
file of about 40,000 verified
disabled
beneficiary rehabilitants.
It is assumed that most of the trust fund
rehabilitants
omitted from the verified file were
not disabled beneficiaries or not beneficiaries rehabilitated
into competitive
work capacity. The
group of trust fund rehabilitants
whose cases
were closed before the fiscal year 1967 are also
excluded from the data file, but that number
would have been small. Not until fiscal years
1967 and 1968 had all State agencies arranged
to make the trust fund reimbursement
program
operational.
Also excluded are beneficiaries who received
services under the trust fund program but were
not reported
as rehabilitated.
Some of these
individuals
may nevertheless have benefited from
the services and left the disability
rolls.
The new supplemental security income program
may be expected to affect the provision of services to beneficiaries and the data system. The
1972 amendments to the Social Security
Act
established
the Federal supplemental
security
income program for the aged, the blind, and the
17

disabled as a replacement for the Federal-State
programs of old-age assistance, aid to the blind,
and aid to the permanently
and totally disabled.
The program began operations in January 1974.s
The provisions of the new program call for referral and review of the rehabilitation
status of
persons receiving supplemental
security income
payments that are similar to those for disabled
beneficiaries under the social security program.
There are also special contractual
arrangements
for treatment and monitoring
of drug addiction
and alcoholism referrals. As a result, there may
be some data processing loss in the beneficiary
rehabilitation
reporting
system. The number of
trust fund rehabilitants
verified in the social
security file declined from 6,000 to about 4,000
from fiscal year 1973 to 1974.
The actuarial estimation of savings from the
reimbursement program is based on a comparison
of the benefits no longer payable following
recovery with trust fund expenditures for services.
It assumes that benefit terminations
for trust
fund rehabilitants
produce savings for every
month the benefits are not paid until the rehabilitated worker reaches age 65. This projection
of
benefit savings is adjusted for interest and expected benefit increases.
The benefits are discounted for expected mortality before age 65 and for possible recovery
that might have occurred if no services had been
obtained. These adjustments are based on the past
termination
experience of disabled beneficiaries.
Not measured are the savings that would have
accrued from social security contributions
on the
restored earnings of the rehabilitants
nor the costs
of reentitlement
upon relapse of the disability.
EXTENT OF TRUST FUND
PROGRAM

REIMBURSEMENT

The proportion
of all beneficiaries
rehabilitated by the vocational
rehabilitation
agencies
increased after enactment of the reimbursement
program-from
an estimated 2 percent of the
annual rehabilitant
population
before 1966 to
about 6 percent in 1968 and thereafter. Currently,
about 20,000 disabled beneficiaries are rehabilitated each year.
‘James Callison, “Early Experience under the Supplemental Security Income Program,” Soczal
Becurity
Bdletin, June l!W4.
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Other factors may have contributed
to the
growth in the number of beneficiary rehabilitants
including
liberalization
of the social security
definition
of disability
in 1965 and 1967 to include more of the younger and less permanently
impaired persons.4 Moreover, general funding for
the vocational
rehabilitation
agencies has increased substantially,
and the total number of
persons reported
rehabilitated
-each year has
shown a marked increase (table 1).
The proportion
of beneficiary
rehabilitants
among all rehabilitated
clients has been fairly
constant in recent years as the data that follow
show.
Percent
Year

of

all

rehabilitants

1968

________________________________

6.2

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

________________________________
___________-____________________
________________________________
________________________________
__--_____--______--------------________________________________

6.4
6.5
65
59
58
6.1

Since the general rehabilitation
program
has
been growing, the actual number of beneficiary
rehabilitants
has therefore
been increasing
as
well. In the 7 years from 1968 to 1974, the
general rehabilitant
group has increased more
than 70 percent, and the number of social security
rehabilitants
has also grown by about the same
percentage. The proportion
of persons accepted
after beneficiary referral has also risen in these
years-from
about 32 percent to nearly 40 percent, though in fiscal year 1974 it dropped back
to about 32 percent. Current data do not show
which of the rehabilitated
beneficiaries were refered by the Social Security Administration
and
which by other sources.
Although
the number of beneficiaries reported
by the vocational
rehabilitation
agencies as rehabilitated
has risen in these past few years,
the number of disabled beneficiaries leaving the
benefit rolls from 1967 to 1972 has remained
within 10 percent of the 37,000 in 1967 who returned to work or had medical recovery. Why
&Under the 1965 amendments, the deflnition of disability, which up to then had to be to permanent or of
indefinite duration, was changed to include persons who
had severe work disabilities but whose condition might
improve and permit work after 12 months. Under the
1967 amendments, the insured-status
requirements
for
workers under age 31 was reduced from 20 out of 46
quarters to 1 out of every’2 after age 21.
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TABLE

rehabilitation

closure status for all cases and for disabled beneficiaries, fiscal years 1968-74

Closure status

1974

1

1973

(

-

1972

1

824,699
%%i
291:272

2%
22:oo3

87,011
63,wl
12.485
ma8

2%
11:652

67,982

42,840

105,168

Trust fund beneficiaries. __________________________________________
Referrcd,notacce
ted ______________. ____________________________
P
Served,not rehabiitated
________________________________________
Rehabilitated ___________________________________________________

“2E
13:358

Nonbeneficiaries _____________________________________________________
Refermd,notaccepted.......
______________________________________
Served, not rehabilitated __________________________________________
Rehsbilitated.-...-.----------------------------------------------

922,360
465,882
117,363
339,135

1969

266:975

3:::
78:319

241,390
72,989
48,345
9,201
16,443

19,242

YE
17:273

36.051
19,408
5,853
9,790

31.093
16.617
6,169
9,307

33,280

11:aso

32,277
20,889
6,405
9,983

:xi
113:wa
339,858

3%
97:132
306,896

631,792

084,489
339,424
69.118
226,947

-

“3%
249: 702

:; :
302

loo 0
530
11 7
36 3

m-l 0
506
11 3
382

:: ii
24 0

‘Z i
14 6
24 2

’ ‘2:
14’ 4
24 1

‘El i
14 3
25 6

100 0

loo 0

iti
270

Gz”
20 8

100 0
554
16 7
27 9

100 0

loo 0

loo 0

E
36 8

ii:
37.1

ifi
37 4

loo 0

2 :
14 6
230

-

-

“4%
7:998

596,301
3M!
207:918
62,800
4;,g
12:944
%E
3:300
5,533,501
%*E
194:974

K
34 1

‘ii i
10 2
349

loo 0

100 0

E
21 2

z:
20’6

100 0

ml 0

loo 0

2;:
299

2 ii
24 0

E
21 6

loo 0
:i :
39 6

‘2 I:
10 1
365

Report

this is so is not clear. It may be that a restriction
in labor-market
opportunities
in recent years has
reduced employment possibilities for the rehabilitated workers. It may be that the use of trust
fund reimbursement is not sufficiently directed to
materially change rehabilitation
services available
for the severely disabled.
Since the beginning of the program, the amount
of funds available under the trust fund program
has risen substantially-from
about $15 million
in 1967 to almost $70 million in fiscal year 1974.
With the legislative increases in the funds available, total reimbursement
is expected to be more
than $90 million in 1976. To date, the vocational
rehabilitation
agencies have requested for reimbursement nearly all the amounts available.
As table 1 indicates, the number of beneficiary
clients whose cases involve trust fund reimbursement has increased from 27,500 (about 45 percent
of all beneficiary closures in 1968) to about 58,000

(about 55 percent of all the beneficiary closures).
The trust fund program is intended to provide
reimbursement
for the costs of rehabilitation
services only to those disabled beneficiaries with
substantial vocational potential. The selection of
beneficiaries as trust fund cases is made by the
vocational rehabilitation
agencies. Counselors are
to designate for reimbursement only those clients
who are disabled beneficiaries
(or likely to be
beneficiaries)
and who are believed likely to be
able to return to sustained, competitive
employment. Those beneficiaries who may be accepted
into vocational rehabilitation
programs but are
not to be considered for trust fund reimbursement
are the more severely disabled-who
may be
helped but not to the extent that they can be
expected to perform in competitive employmentand also the less severely disabled, who may benefit from services but may be medically recovering
on their own.

NOVEMBER

1975

from Rehabilitation

‘K !
11 4
36 5

loo 0

1 Data from Rehabilitation
Services Administration,
State Vocational
Rekabrltlation Agency Cadoad Statraticr, Ott II), 1974, and earlier reports.
z Includes cases that received an extended evaluation before closure.
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1 Data

1963

Percentage distribution
ml 0

Disabled beneficiaries I_______.________________________________-----Referred,notaccepted
__-___________________________.______________
Served,notrehabilitated
__________________________________________
Rehabilitated.
__ ___________. _________. _________._____ ___________..

1

699,260
3;;, ;;;

2%
19:029

Vocational rehabilitation
cases I________ _______________________
Referred, not acce ted * _____________________________________
Served,notrehablitated....
P
________________________________
Rehabilftated _______________________________________________

Nonbeneficiaries....----------.---------.---------.---------.-------Referred, not accepted ________________.____________________________
Eerved, not rehabilitated _____________.___________________.___ _____
Rehabilitated-.-....----.--.--.-~-~-~.-----------.-----.~~---.-~--

1

67,468

“y‘&

-

1970

78,337

-

Trust fund beneficiaries ______________.____________________________
Referred, not accepted ______________._________________________--Berved. not rehabilitated _._________ _____________________________
Rehabilitated _______ ____________________________________________

1

Number

-

Vocational rehabilitation cases I- ________.___________-.------1 ,K&,M&
Referred, not accepted * _____________________________________
WI:871
Served, not rehabilitated _______._ ___________________________
Renabilitated _______________________________________________
361,138
Disabled beneficiaries 8______________________________________________
Referred,notaccepted
___________________________
__________________
Served not rehabilitated ---______________ _______________________
Rehabhitsted..--...-------------------------------------------~--

1971

of ELYDI

Bencficiarics,

Services Administration,
@~arterZ~ Stabs
Oct. 3,1974, and earlier reports
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2.-Disabled-worker
beneficiaries and disabled dependent adults rehabilitated under the trust fund reimbureement program, fiscal years 1967-74, by benefit status in June
1974

TABLE

The study population
of 39,716 beneficiaries
reported as rehabilitated
through 1974 under the
trust fund program consists largely of 35,998
disabled-worker
beneficiaries (table 2). An additional 3,683 were dependent adult children disabled since before age 18 (age 22, after 1972).
The others were disabled-widow
beneficiaries
aged 50 or over. About 40 percent of the total
number had left the disability rolls by June 1974
because of recovery, including
about 10 percent
who had left the rolls and later returned.
.
It is the rehabilitation
of those beneficiaries
who leave the disability
rolls because they have
recovered or have returned to work that is considered to have led to savings for the social
security program. These “savings” are projections
of the lifetime
benefits that would have been
paid them until death or age 65 if they had
remained disabled.
*
“Active recovery” refers here to the subgroup
for whom benefit savings continue to accruethose rehabilitated
persons who left the disability
rolls for recovery and had not attained age 65
or died or returned to the disability
rolls up to
June 19’74-the time covered by this report. “Relapse” refers to persons who left the benefit rolls
for medical recovery or return to work but then
were back on the rolls as of June 1974. Counted
in the “active recovery” group as of June 1974
may be some who had left the rolls after recovery, returned to the rolls because of a recurrence of disability,
and then went off the rolls
once more. Blind persons, for example, might
leave the rolls and return a number of times
because of changes in the availability
of work.
Nearly all those beneficiaries who recover are
disabled workers. Among the rehabilitated,
a
much smaller proportion
of disabled adult children than of the disabled workers left the rolls:
less than 25 percent, compared with more than
40 percent. A little above 10 percent of the rehabilitated
disabled workers had their benefits
terminated for recovery but had returned to the
rolls by June 1974.
Of the remaining
rehabilitants,
about 4 percent were deceagd as of June 1974 and about 45
percent remained on the disability
benefit rolls.
For some, benefits may have been in the process
of termination
as of June 1974, including
the
20

I
I

Total. __________.________________1
Activerecovery..-.................-.
Rela SB.________.___._.__.___________
Deat R -_-____________._
Beneflt not terminatedI::::::::::::::
0 ther ’ _______________________________

I--

Type of bene6ciary

Number
f
39,716 )

35.998 1

1fSi

11,796

1:57a
18,784

xi
1;:;;;
*

&w)4

3.683
ii
2,7;

Percentage distrlbutlon
Total..-............------------Activerecovery...........-....--.--.
Rela 9e...........-......-----------Deat R ________________________________
Benefit not terminated _______________
Others _______________________________

109.0

100.0

100.0

--

31.3
10.9

32.8

*i-B’

‘:f
44’5
7.0

4: i
66

1 Based on vocational rehabilitation
agency closure reports matched to
social security benefit records Excludes persons reported as trust fund
rehabllitants, not engaged in work for earnings at time of closure or tho8B
not vedfled as disabled-worker
beneflclarles Includes 35 disabled-widow
beneficiaries.
8 Includes those aged 65 and over and those withearlyretirementbene6ts.

benefits
visions.
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FACTORS

Demographic
and economic factors related to
the proportion
of rehabilitants
among the disabled-worker
beneficiaries
who go on to leave
the rolls include sex, age, type of beneficiary,
family status, and previous earnings. A smaller
proportion
of women (25 percent) and a much
higher proportion
of younger workers (about 45
percent of those under age 40) in comparison
with the 33 percent for the entire group, were
in active-recovery status as of June 1974 (table 3).
Three out of 4 of the recovered workers had
been off the rolls for over 2 years-a
possible
indication that, for many who are able to regain
competitive
working
capacity after severe disability, the restoration
may well be of long or
permanent duration.
Of those rehabilitated
during
fiscal years
1969-71,2 out of 5 were actively recovered persons
under age 65 still off the rolls as of June 1974,
as the following
tabulation
shows.
I
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I

I

---Total..-.
~a6,998
----1937__-_____ 1,770
1968.___-___
1969-___-__-

Percmta3e distribution, by benefit status

loo.0

a2.8

100.0
100.0
100.0

10 6
iti
.
2:
368

1970_-______
;;w;:-:
---_- ____
1973 ________

1974.--- -- __

6,045

3,919

21.7

17.8

1 Includes those raged65 and over, those with early retirement benefits, and
those who died
1 Includes 683cam with yeer of rehabilitation unknown.

The proportion of rehabilitants still in activerecovery status in 1974 drops sharply for those
rehabilitated
before 1969, apparently because
many reached retirement age or died. It may be
that many who were rehabilitated in fiscal years
1973 and 1974 may still have been in the process
of recovery as of June 1974. That situation would
explain why the recovery rat’e declined sharply
after 1972 and much higher proportions are still
on the beneficiary rolls. Subsequent data should
make this clear.
A greater proportion of workers with several
dependents left the beneficiary rolls than those
with one or none-a reflection perhaps of the
younger age of persons in this group. The proportions who had relapses showed almost no
differences related to sex or dependent family
status, as table 3 reveals.
The level of economic status before disability
is indicated indirectly by differences in the primary insurance amount (PIA) of the disability
benefit being received. (The PIA is the amount
payable to the disabled worker, based on his
average monthly earnings in employment covered
by the social security program for the years
before the onset of disability.) The proportion
who left the beneficiary rolls after receiving
services was substantially greater for high earners
than for low earners. More than half of those
with a PIA of $200 or more left the rolls because
they had recovered from their disability (those
still in active recovery status and those who had
relapsed), compared with about one-fourth of
those with a PIA less than $100. It might be
expected that persons with high earnings before
disability would return to better employment
opportunities after receiving services than would
those at the lower earnings levels.
BULLETIN, NOVEMBER 1975
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Relatively more high earners had relapses. Yet
among high and low earners who recovered, the
proportion who returned to the disability rolls
was about the same-about 1 out of 4.
The proportion of rehabilitants whose benefits
were terminated because of death varied little in
relation to PIA level. If death is taken as an
indication of the severity of the disability, no
great difference in the degree of severity is
apparent for high and low earners.
Among the rehabilitants, the older group appears to be less likely to have relapses. Some
with recurring work d&ulties
may choose to
be early retirees rather than seek to establish
disability once more. When just the group recovered at some time-those still in active recovery
status and those with relapses-is used as the
base, however, older workers show a higher relapse rate (1 out of 3) than all rehabilitants
(1 out of 4).
A much smaller proportion of older disabled
adult children left the rolls than of those under
age 30 (table 3). About 10 percent of those aged
30 and over were actively recovered, compared
with 22 percent of the group under age 30.

STATE VARIATIONS

The State and regional patterns of trust fund
expenditures and of trust fund rehabilitants resemble each other very closely (tables 4 and 5).
This similarity is to be expected as a result of
the administrative allocation procedures, which
are based on the number of disabled beneficiaries
in each State but include redistributions depending on actual funding-needs and expenditures.s
About 2-3 percent of expenditures went to Region I from 1968 to 1973, and about 2-3 percent
of all rehabilitants have been from that region.
Similarly, Region V had 18 percent of the funds
expended and about 18 percent of the rehabilitants’in the trust fund program.
From the beginning of the reimbursement program, Region III-and
Pennsylvania in particular-accounted
for an increasing proportion of
’ See Social and Rehabilitation
Service, Rehabilitation
Services Administration,
Distribution
of Funds Made
Available Under the Beneficiary RehabilCtatkm Program
(Trust Futi8)
for Fiscal Year 1974 (Program Instruction), February 8, 1974.
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TABLE 3.-D&bled-worker
beneficiaries and disabled dependent adults rehabilitated under the trust fund reimbursement
program, fiscal years 1967-74, by demographic and benefit characteristics in June 1974

I

Number

Percentsge distribution

I

Demographic and benefit
0h8r8oterist1cs

Dh lab led-worker

100 0

36,998

Total ----________________

beneficiaries
11.6

32 8

fq

Wl
1,071

8
172

iii

iii
1,061
231

E;
0
’ 16.899
._.-.-_._--.-_.__-_--.____-__
.______._______

2405
g;
2:09e
4,626

1.677
1,998
3,299
b,768

6.935
9,084

Ef
233
888

1.E

471
1.721
2,667
2,826
1,399
6,311
124

:z

1,486
1,920
1,723
5,791
4

E

E
346

g%
1,952
2.180

328

1,419
274

6.671
1,264
2.112

4Jl;

6,023

3:
ifi
187
427
616

%ii
’ 2

Total.....---._-.-..-----

40-44.__- - - ___- ___- _- _- - - - -

46-49- __-_ _______________-.
bo-54. __- - _- _- - __- _- ______.
bb-59 - - _- - - - - - - __- - - - - _- -. w-64 - _- _- _____- ________- - _
6b and over _______________.
Unkuown~. ___- _____- ____Months off rolls:
None _-_____________. ______
l-B-.----...----..-.------7-12 _-_____ ________________
13-24. _____________________
25-36-e ____________________
37-48 --------------------_
49 or more _________________

I-

:

z

1,3L!l
2,102
2,256
2,085
2,426
1,252
231

:
i
i
381
1,187

3,683

206

223‘4

162
23

216
171
::o”
“2’
0
2,169
126
91
:zY

:

60

’

2.730 I

E
:

i

:

:

:

______- ____________

K

r Includes those aged 65 and over and those with early retirement benefits
8 Excludes 120 cases whose;flles show some months bene5ts wore not paid
* Excludes 721 cases whose history tiles show some months benefits were

n

2:
36 8
294

100 0
loo 0
100 0
100 0
loo 0
100 0
109 0

18 8
22 6
27 1

:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

63

109 0

16
2

100 0
100 0
100 0

;
‘2,152

46 8
47 2
44 0

109 0
100 0

ldult be

28

‘i II

:z :
100 0
100 0

epender

0
:

2

25 1
14 1

100 0

:z
109
169
109
100
109
109
1w

1

“b: 0”
42 2
64
98 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100 0
109 0

’ 15,298
.____-_ _
,_______
__- _- __
.-_-_ --_
._-____ ___- ___
.-_-.--.__-_--_
_______
- _- - _- _

2,652

47 3

::: ii

E i
lNl0
100 0
1w
100
loo
106
100
100
100

El
f
42 3

:“2
i
12 6

E :
loo 0
loo 0

109 0
100 0
loo 0
100 0
1cQ 0

679
2,497

16

44b

11 b
11 3

10,173
1,623
?:z
1:956
1,816
1,347

-4 2

42 3
46 3
78
1: :
11 8
13 4

iii
38 9
6

‘i :

19 4
234

kz
47 9
41 3
3

5:

86 3

1
i
14 5
87 2
94 3
%
76 8
K-l6
87
iCi8dtV

17 2

.i

--

15 4
448

b6

_--~-

74 1

16
I

E 0”
loo 0
100 0
100 0
0
100 0
loo 0
100 0
E :
loo 0
100 0

1.4
I

0
0
1: 0
19 8
32 1
433
52 2
48 6

992

24

::i

16

2
43

-

-

t:

I

__-__-__.
__-__-_-.

I

not paid, most of the terminations were because of recovery and the others
may be because of codin errors
4 Excludes 588 casas w %oee flies show some months bonefltswere not paid
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‘all
to
of
in

trust fund
be true in
differences
California,

rehabilitants.
The opposite appears
Region IX-a
reflection perhaps
in assignment of trust fund status
‘which initially
designated nearly

all disabled beneficiaries as trust fund cases subject to reimbursement.
According to vocational rehabilitation
cost data,
trust fund expenditures in 1972 represented about

4.-Disabled-worker
beneficiaries and disabled dependent adults rehabilitated
program, fiscal years 1967-74, by region and State and recovery status in June 1974

TABLE

T

Total rehabllitsted

under the trust fund reimbursement
Recovered 88 percent of total rehabilltanta

Region and State
1974

1973

Totalnumber...-....-..-...-..-..------------------

4,296

e,B90

Totalpercent....-........-.--..--....-.-..._-------

loo 0

100 0

I
Re ionLifGi
________________________________________-&
--_____________---______________________-M8iIWJ ___--__-__ ____--_- _-_ _____________- __-_ _____- __Massachusetts _.___ ___________________________________
New Hampshire....---...---------------------------RhodeIsland...........-.-.-.-_....--....-..--------Vermont ----___-__________-_- _-_ __________-_________--

1967-n

1972

1rJQ0
18

:i

:;

:3
16
:Z
.l

:1”
.6
(9

Region II ________________________________________------New Jersey...........--.----.._--..--..-.-....-_----~~~~o~~~---------------------------------------------____________________________________-VLrgin Islsnds-...----.._.-----------------.----------

12 2

mzlon III -__------____-_-___ _____________---_____-----Delaware---_--..---------------------.---------.----District of Columbis __________________________________
Maryland- ___________________________________________
Pennsylvanis.-.....---------------------------------p$.-~&~
m:::: :: :::-:: ::: :: :::: :: :-::
:: :: :: :::

14 0

z
14
0
*T
30
::

9

Region IV ________.___ __________________________________
Alabarna..-.--.......------------------~---.---------Florida-............-.-------------------------------Qeorgia.. _______- ___- _- _- ____-_ _____-- _-_ __-_ _____- -_ Kentucky-..--.-....-................................
Misciissippi ___________________________________________
North Carolina _______________________________________
South Carolina.....-....----------------------------~
Tennessee~ ____ ________________________. ______________
17 6

Region V _______________________________________________
Illinoie ___________________________________-______~_~~
Indiana-..-..-..-.-.....................Michigan.-..........--------------------------------MiWW&8 -___________._ _-_ _______________-____------Ohlo......-.........---------------------------------W~nsin--.....----.--------------------------------

::
44
;I
‘:: :
23
.2
;.B”

Region VII _____________________________________________
.[OW8 ---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ ___ _ _______ _ ___ _ __ _ _ _- _ _. _ _- _ - -- -

KsnSas.-....--.-.-_.--------------------------------MiCSOUri --_____ _______________________________________
Nebr~ka............---------------~.-----.---------43
15

Region VIII _________________________________________.__
~~~t~~8--------------------------------------.-------...-...----.-.-..-I-------.-----.-.-------North Dakota--......-..----------.-----------------$kh
Dakota.-.--.-.--.--.---------------------.---__-_______-_________----.---.---.-.---.-------.-Wyoming ___________________________________- _______--

:i
:i
.3
79

Region IX ________________________________________.----Arizona. __________________________________________-_
~u~~i8------------------------------------~-------________________________________________-------Hawaif---.--.-..-.------------.-------.-------------Nevada- _______. ____________________________________-

;‘i
:i

“.i
1.:
17
1 Active move&a;
BUllHIM,

NOVEMBER

excludes persons with relspsas.
1975

“‘:

4

:i
1 Less than 0 06 percent.

1974

1973

1972

1

1987-n

1

4 percent of total funds spent for services (table
6). About the same proportion
were trust fund
clients in relation to all clients served in 1972.
Indiana, New Mexico, New York, and California,
in order of magnitude, tended to receive a greater

TABLE 5.-Expenditures

proportion
of trust fund reimbursement
than
other States. These States also provided services
to a greater proportion
of beneficiaries in the
trust fund program. Puerto Rico, the District of
Columbia, and Alaska received a smaller propor-

under the trust fund reimbursement program, by region and State, fiscal years 1968-73
Percentage distribution
1973

Total _____________ %152:213.6&4 42.934,364

I

ReElon I ______________ 6,016,603
Connecticut ._._____
1,299,238
738,ow
Maine. - - ________-__
Massachusetts ______ 1,690,161
New Hampshire....
3pEE
~~i-o;~and..--~
426:683
-*em__---*-

1,906,618

1972

19@

19101 :
-/ II
--

SOo.372,124
1*08&;g

/

14a:ae
%%i
99:062
63,926

I

Re ion II _____________ 18.762.039
If ew Jersey ___-__--3,687,136
g;~~o;f&
___----14,399,46;
-__--_-Vim-in Islands-...-.
24:830
Region III.. ________-Delaware ______L____
Dist. of Co1_________
Maryland __________
Pennsylvania ____.__
Virginia _________.__
west Virginia _______

19,;;;,4li
,
2,z’%
8,971:026
3.726.280
Z&3,973

_.
6mm;

3,7;7$85$

2,300,7$

113:240
680.686
2,252,099
QW3,992
10,640

6l:QOZ
488,607
1,930,762

36:713
368,861
1J$;4$

%:Yli

a$496

“A$~

Region IV .______-____ 34”.E$
palady-_..
___- ___
.-e ____-__-_ &325:763
Qeorgia. ____________ 4.644,610
Kentucky. _____.___ 2,acm48
-___-_-_ p&g

EEP* cpZkina

___

&uth Carolina::...
TtXUl0~.
_________
Region V .________-__

1,214:611
868,681
626.487
603,134
‘Jg.64~

2:@34:762
3,462,667
27,060,326

Illinois-~...........

Indiana _______;; ____
b&3&m,
:--- :-:--_-_---Ohio ________;___.___
Wl~~nsio.;~..;
____

6,243,&39

3.037.466
y3&g
7:612:096
2,512,OQ7

722:904
7,941,776
“Qg’g-$
2,111:024
789,287
‘$-y&4

%3%
‘626:lal

, I

:

“%*E
eaa:479

367,670
343,860
1

2.1~7.~
146:?oo

1
“s%f
467:807
412,184
476.809
2,631,034

1,616,291

i2::
114:731
144.632
110,711
97,664
43,301

16,466
i3::E

2,162,189

I

1,%;E
_________
32.680
117,000

I
_.

1 Lsss than 0.06 percent.
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TILE &-Trust
fund e nditures and caeea m a percent of total vocational rehabilitation
by region and State, fiwaT year 1972
Vocational

rehabilitation

expenditurea and total case8IERWI,

expenditures
From trust fund

Region and Btate
Total

Amount

Total ___________._..__.__.__-____---------------------------------Re on1 -_________________--------.---------.-.-----------------------82 nneoticut--.--......-----------------------.-.------.------------Maine....-.--.--.-----------------------------.------------.-------.
M-husetts.-.--..-----------------------------------------------________________________________________--------New Hamphire-Rhode Inland ____________________.____________--_____________________
Vermont ___.____________________________________-------------------R

6Q6,840,761

sm,231,*w

on II -________________.-------------------------------------------3 ew Jemey...~~ ________________________________________------------New York-.--..-.....-----------------.----------------------------.
Puerto Rico.- ____________________----------------------------------Virgin Islands ________________________________-----------------------

Region III ___________________________---------------------------------DelaWem............-----.-----------._____.--_-__-____-----------District of Columbia ____________________---------------------------Maryland _-_--________.--__._-----.~-------------------------------Pennsylvania-....
_______.____________-----------------------------Vil7tiIli8 -___________________________________________________--------west Virglnia.~ ._________.________---------------------------------R;gi;ii--

____________.____________-_-_---------.------------------_-___________._--_--____________________-------------------Florida.. ___________________________________________________________oeorgfa _____________.______________---------------------------------Kentucky ______________________._____---..-.---.---------.---------Mi8sissl pi.... _____________.______----.-------------.--------------North E‘aroltna _______________________________________________------Bouth Carolina ___.____________________________________-------------Tennessee ________________.__________________.._____.___ .___-______ -

Region VI ________________________________________--------------------Arkansas....
---_________----_--------------------------------------Louisiana ___.________________---.----.-----.------------.----------.
New Mexico ____________.__________--__---------------------.-------.
Oklahoma ______________________.________.____----------------------Texas-.........-..-.--------------.-----------.------.--.----------.
VII -___________v ___________-________---.--.-----------------_________---_____-_-_.-___..-____________________-------------Kansas. ________________._.________--______________________---------Mismuri _______________________________________________________----.
Nebraska _-_--_______
____________________.-_____________________

R;$pa

33coQQ.442

Total
nerved

%s~
2:e10:21a
1;,64;,;;

42

total

111.04b

83,354

8.0

2:777:689
l&7,197
TX%:
g:r7:g
‘4&n
Qy;*~
&83:232
11,369,74(

%E%
s:281:im
10,892,177

:~~~~%
11:31a:37e

%m
10:763:964

“*‘EE
6l:QQZ
463.fi67
1,930,762
ix:

1&&4Qa,Q41
21,321.809
26,848,0‘37

1gQg
2p&

532-g

;pgh;
;$$“6’
14:529:1Q5

14:400:116
24,067,429
;a”$J$z
, *

‘3EJg

603,134
1.124,646
626,883
722.904
?~Q%
‘626:131

46,612
%a$
132,373
fxt
37:667
26,662

$4l&
C$f36:~
I ,
97.788.473
12,616,916
18.695,961
6,403.~
l$.ll4&$
, ,
;*g*gi
a:847: 76i
“xx2
I

,

47,392.462

1,616,291

8o.KJ6
;;*3g

::E*%
a:tlc@:713
16,887,C@6
6,171.904

a: 616
19,321
7,838
g,;i

ion VIII --_-_--_______---___----------------.---------------------% lorado.. __- ___- _______..._______-__.__________________C___-------*
Montana.................................--North Dakota _____________________.._________-_---------.----------Bouth Dakota--..-..-.-....------------------.----------.----------Utah ___________________.__ _.___._____________----------------------Wyoming ________________._______________________-------------------

y6&~~

R~gi$i;~_---_____________..__._.__________C_________------------.
- ._---_--_-__-_--_-__-----.----.-----.---------------------.
California ________ _____. ._._____ _______. ____.____________.__--------.
Warn-.
_______--_________________..--_-____----___--_------------.Hawaii..__________._____________________________---.------------Nevada ____________________--------.-------------------..-----------

69.039,193
7,3@,931

;:I&$

114:731
144.632

3:13O:eol
ff-$“g
, ,

‘xi
43:301

11,666
2.067
7yg
b6:7oa

‘“%%
y7;:;~
.
,

2,436
31,080

Iyoio~”

----___---_--____-______________________----------.----------.
----______-_______-_-------------.----------------.----------Idaho __. _______________________. __. _____________________. __________.
Ora30n. --_-_--_--_-____ .- -_. ____. _. __. - __. _*_. __________. ____-_ ___-.
Washington.. ____________________-.----------.
_____________________.

1 Federal and Btata funds under se&Ion 2 of the Vocational Rehablltation
Act.
8 Differencea in data from table 5 repreeent adjusted allocatIon%
8 Less than 0.06 percent.

4s rSumber Zen
YOf

total

41.669
0,319
a.201

117,331,606
R~~~:l:::::l::::::::~~..::::::::::::::::::~~:::~~~:~~.1::::::::::::
_-______________.___-------.--------.---.-------------------Mlohigan. ________________________________.______--_.____-----------Mlnneeota _____________________________________---------.-----.-----.
Ohio-- ____________________----. _____._______________________-_----.
wisconsin.....---..------------------------------------.------------

1

ha rwnE”Of

Source Rehabilitation
Bervicea Adminlstratlon,
#ation Pro am Data. FY lQ73, and State VocatiW
Book&t,

&z.tcVocotiond
Rchabititation

Rehab&
Facbbcct

F F 1.976
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TAFILE ‘I.-Earnings

tical

years

in 1972 and 1973 of disabled-worker beneficiaries rehabilitated under the trust fund reimbursement program,
1967-74, and years with earnings of $3,000 or more, by benefit status in June 1974
Number

Percentage distribution

Other 1

Death

Lll case4 &!&,

Death

Other 1

-Total ____________________I

2,636

36,903

Earnings in 1973
None _______________________I

S1-969___-_.__---.--__-----l,m-2,999 ______.__________

3,lm-4.900 __-_-___--____--1,ouo or more _-___________-Eamiws in 1972

None _____
__________________
$l-ooo _-----___--.-_-__ _____
l.m-2.000 ---------___----3,cm-4.ooo _--___-__----- _-wYJormore
---_________ __-

--

100 0

32 8

11.301
2,212

100
lcm 0

1: t

‘%
362

E i
loo 0

ii i
31 7

11,688
2,622
1,476
263
181

loo 0

39 4

:z

iii

loo 0
loo 0
i

42

10 7

16 7

Years with eamlngs of 83,M)o
or more after rohsbilits-

tion:
None ____________
___________
1. ____. - _- _________- _- ___-. -

21.223
4,357
;w&
2:Cm
1,495

1,928
1,821
2,419
1,886
:%

1,364
‘*34$

‘634
87

%I

7

4

iii
41

3.55
220

1 Includes those aged 66 and over and those with early retirement

benefits

tion of their funds from the social security program than other States, perhaps reflecting smaller
programs generally.

EARNINGS

AFTER REHABILITATION

About half of all disabled workers rehabilitated from 1967 to 1974 had earnings in covered
employment in 1973 (the latest year with nearly
complete earnings data available) and more than
one-fifth had earnings of $5,000 or more (table
7). In comparison, the median amount of earnings for all civilian
full-time
workers in this
period was about $5,000 for women and about
$10,000 for men; for operatives
and services
workers, the median was about $5,000 for women
and about $S,OOO-9,000 for men. The poverty
threshold for nonfarm persons in this period was
a little over $2,000 for one person and about $3,500
for a three-person family.”
Of fhose with active recoveries who were not
only rehabilitated
but left the social security
rolls because of medical recovery or return to
substantial gainful employment and were neither
aged 65 nor dead in 1974, 87 percent had some
“Bureau of the Census, Current
Series P-60.
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earnings in 1973 and nearly 60 percent had earnings of $5,000 or more. Although
these earnings
were lower than the average for the total employed labor force, they still indicate substantial
restored employment.
Many rehabilitated
beneficiaries had sustained earnings over several years
-including
nearly half the actively recovered
workers, who earned over $3,000 for 3 or more
years. About two-thirds
of the disabled persons
with relapses had returned to work for earnings
of at, least $3,000 a year, including one-third who
had attained this level in 2 or more years.
To some extent, the earlier the year of rehabilitation closure, the less likely that the rehabilitants
had earnings in recent years (table 8). Among
those who left the rolls because they had recovered, a high proportion-generally
above 85 percent had earnings in 1973, even among those
rehabilitated
before 1970. The proportion
with
earnings of $3,000 or more was about 55 percent
whatever the year of rehabilitation
closure. As
might be expected, the earlier the year of rehabilitation,
the more likely
it was that the
rehabilitants
would have several years of sustained earnings.
Nearly
three-fourths
of the
workers rehabilitated
before 1970 had 3 or more
years of earnings in covered employment
of
$3,000 or more a year.
The group reported rehabilitated
in fiscal year
SOCIAL

SECURITY

TABLE S.-Disabled-worker

beneficiaries rehabilitated under the trust fund reimbursement program, fiscal years 1967-74, and
percent with and without earnings, by year of closure
I
I
I
I

I

Number

rehabilitated

Percent with no earninss in 1973

-Total ’ __._____ 11,796 t 4.132 1 18,019 1 4.061 1

13 4

--

____-

E:::::::::::::::
1970_______________
197l______________ _
1972_-___-_-____ __1973______.____ ____
1974s..............

B2-

not
terminated

41 1

70 6

;i

;.;

ii:
14 4
166
benefits,

RATIO

1975

recovcry

Relapse

Br

not
terminated

0the:l

Active
recovcry

Relapse

B%+

not
terminated

11.9

61 7
662

Congress stipulated that savings must equal or
exceed the trust fund expenditures
for services.
The major source of savings are benefits no longer
payable after rehabilitation.
For those 11,706
disabled workers who left the rolls after rehabilitation and remained in active-recovery
status as
of June 1974 the median family benefit at termination was nearly $300, as shown in table 3.
From the actuarial model of projected benefit
savings on the basis of experience for 1966-73
the savings accumulated from nonpayment of past
and future (lifetime)
benefits to disabled beneficiaries because of their return to work capacity
after rehabilitation
have been estimated at two
to three times the expenditures from social security trust funds paid to reimburse the vocational
rehabilitation
agencies for services to all beneficiaries in the program (table 9). The present
value of the costs and benefits in terms of the
value of money in 1966, the year the trust fund
program began is 127.2 million in expenditures
. and 316.6 million in savings, as table 9 shows.
In terms of the present value of expenditures
and savings as of June 1973, about $191 million
NOVEMBER

Actlve

iH

1974 tended to have a smaller proportion
whose
benefits were terminated because of recovery and,
of those recovered, a large proportion
with no
earnings (20 percent) or lower earnings. This
pattern may reflect the recency of their return
to working capacity.

BULLETIN,

3ther 1

Percent with earnlnge of $#JOQ
or more in 3 or more years
after rehabilitntlon

--------

66 6

1 Includes those aged 66 and over, those with early retirement
and those who died.

BENEFIT-COST

*3,M)o
I

Relapse

1967. --------_

Percento~i&;;e*$Q~.40f

* Includes 683 ceeee with gear of rehabilitation

unknown

was reimbursed between 1966-73 for the cost of
services and an estimated $565 million
in trust
fund expenditures was saved by the termination
of benefits for 14,000 disabled workers who would
have been paid the $565 million
if they had
stayed on the disability
rolls until age 65.
Savings are discounted in these calculations
for the mortality
and recovery experience these
workers might have had if there were no trust
fund reimbursement program. This adjustment is
based on the benefit termination
experience of
the regular disabled-worker
beneficiary population. Additional
returns to the trust funds are
assumed to be in the form of social security
contributions
on restored earnings. Similiar
savings for disabled widows and adult children
restored to working capacity are assumed.
To a large extent, the comparison assumes that
recovery and these resulting savings would not
have occurred if the disabled persons had not
received rehabilitation
services. It also assumes
that if there were no reimbursement
program,
they would not have received services and would
not have recovered. These are difficult assumptions to validate. Alternative
assumptions might
be expected to result in very different benefit-cost
ratios.
Some decline in the ratio of benefits to expenditures is apparent in recent years, beginning with
1970. The amount of reimbursable
funds for
services has risen substantially
because of legislative increases and the growth of the benefits
paid to disabled persons-on
the basis of which
a percentage, now 11/2 percent, is made available
for the rehabilitation
program.
27
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TABLE Q.-Be.nefit+oat

computation for the vocational rehabditation
I

program, fiscal years 1966-73
I
Present value of
expenditures 1
(In millions)

Fiscal year

1966---___---____-___---------------------------------------_.-- i5‘ -------- i~jlQ67---- - _- - -_ _______- - __- ___- -. - - - - -- ____- - - _- - _- - _- - - - 1,262
1968---_ __- - -_ _____-_ ____-_ - ___- - -- _____- _- - __- ______- - - :%!
196Q________________. ____________________________________
;.36&
2:349
1970em__________________. ______. ________________. ________
a:271
1971---- __-- - __- ______-_ _____-_.- -- - -_ ____. - -- - _. ____-. - 2E
;;g :---:---‘-‘-‘______________-_ ______-_ ______._ ____-_ _
:gi
2:161
-em _-___-_________.____-------------------.-.-.-.--

Ei

‘76 8
97.3
127 2

________-___ --‘--‘---------‘---o-6
341
2:
iit

z38
16Q 9

1 73
~~

?x
316 6

________-___
0 41
::
zi
2 74
2 49

1 Represents the amount that would have had to be in tbe trust fund on
July 1, 1966, to pay for expenses Incurred in the year disabled beneficiaries
received services, and If the trust fund interest accrues at 6 percont per year.
a Represents the additlonal amount thst would have had to be in the trust
fund on July I, 1986, to pay for additional bsneflts 11disabled bene5cinrles

had remained on the rolls, and if the trust fund interest acorue.8 at 6 percent
per year.
Source* House of Representatives,
Committee on Wa e and Means,
Comnfttrc Staff Report on fhc D&abUfty hwuranoc Program, Yuly 1874, p. 364.

CONCLUSION

rehabilitation
services paid from the trust funds
should not be greater than resulting savings to
the trust funds from terminated
benefits and
taxes on restored earnings. According to actuarial
projections, based on program experience through
June 1973, the savings to the trust fund due to
benefit t,erminations for recovery may be expected
to be two to three times the costs of the program.
The growth in the number of rehabilitated
beneficiaries
in recent years, however, is not
comparable with the growth in the amount available for reimbursement
from the trust funds.
Further,
the actual number of disabled beneficiaries leaving the social security rolls because
of more medical improvement
or return to substantial gainful activity has not risen in recent
years, in spite of the trust fund program and
liberalization
of the social security definition
of
disability
to include more conditions
likely to
improve in time.
The actual effect of the trust fund program
can only be evaluated in terms of the’ entire
rehabilitation
and social security systems and the
changes in the labor force and income dependency
in these years. Also, studies are needed that
examine more closely the instrumental
effect of
vocational services and trust fund allocations in
helping disabled workers return to work.

About 4 out of 10 of the group of disabled
workers rehabilitated
under the trust fund program left the disability benefit rolls for recovery.
A substantially
smaller proportion
of rehabilitated dependent adults, disabled before age 18,
left the rolls. The younger disabled, men, and
those with higher predisability
earnings were
more likely to have their benefits terminated
because of recovery.
.
A substantial proportion
of disabled workers
continue to work after rehabilitation.
Of those
who left the social security rolls after rehabilitation in 1967-74, almost all had earnings in
1973 and more than half had earnings of $5,000
or more:
About 10 percent of the rehabilitants
who recovered had returned to the disability
benefit
rolls by June 1974. There was little difference
between men and women and between those with
and without
dependents in the relapse rate.
Older workers and low earners had a somewhat
lower relapse rate-a
reflection perhaps of the
greater problems in attempting to return to work
for older and less skilled disabled persons.
A legislative
restriction
underlying
the trust
fund financing
program was that the cost of
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